COMPETENCY 3: I have engaged in continuous, high-level critical reflection of my teaching practice and teaching leadership
through a variety of self development activities such as: use of a reflective teaching journal, planning for professional learning
(PL) to meet the WA Teaching Registration Board (TRB) PL requirements of 100 hours every five years (3.02), trialling new
teaching & assessment strategies and most importantly receiving critical feedback in the form of classroom observation (CO).
Critical Reflection of Teaching Practice in Low ICSEA Schools: ‘The kids who need the most love will ask for it in the
most unloving ways – Russel Barkley’. No truer words have ever so perfectly described the challenging behaviours teachers
will face in low ICSEA schools. The Classroom Management Instructional Strategies (CMIS) PL I completed at Oombulgurri
RCS (3.01) was the starting point that helped me develop exemplary behaviour management (BM) skills. During the
observations from CMIS instructors over three terms in 2007, I went from yelling at students and engaging in power struggles
to allowing for more take up time and properly recognising compliance behaviours (3.11). This strategy has been incredibly
useful for allowing challenging students the time they need to process instructions or to cool off. In 2014, PL from Team
Teach (TT) taught me to correctly use restraints in a safe manner. I have been required to use TT’s restraints at Ashfield PS
to assist with the forcible removal of children from the classroom as a last resort for extreme behaviours such as: physical
assault, spitting & using objects as weapons. I am able to successfully walk students over with another staff member while
avoiding the thrashing legs and spitting of a student so they can be placed in our school’s protective isolation room. During
my time at Ashfield PS I have actively sought and acted upon feedback from my Deputy Principal, which has led to the
change/refinement of restraints that I had been using. I also regularly use the spectrum of positive handling behaviours (from
TT) that can handle 95% of situations that occur in a classroom. Positive handling behaviours such as: appropriate use of
space, creating safe environments, using diversions, calm stances and positions, no threatening facial expressions, low tone
of voice and pace in communication and careful use of words. I have masterfully used positive handling behaviours to
successfully deescalate many situations where my Indigenous students and extreme behaviour students would have
physically assaulted another students or walked out of class. Without this PL, my ability to maintain ‘duty of care’ in the
classroom would be significantly compromised. Not many teachers can keep a straight face while being called a ‘f***ing white
c**t’ and then start a new day without internalising these comments but I can. During my time at Ashfield PS I have found the
support of the Primary Behaviour Centres (PBC) to be incredibly useful in further developing and refining my own BM
strategies. During a student (H.K) briefing at Swan PBC I was exposed to an important idea in BM, which states that every
negative needs to be balanced out with a least three positives. Previously, my positive to negative reinforcement ratio was not
meeting this 3:1 rule and needed improving based from COs from PBC and from my Deputy Principal. To correct this, I
utilised our school’s ‘reward book’ system more often by consistently rewarding students at specific intervals like: starting
work, during work, during silent reading, during instructions and during tests to name a few. By rewarding students more often
I found that there was a greater level of student engagement for my entire class (3.11). An innovative BM strategy I learnt
from my Deputy Principal was called ‘Race the Teacher’ (RTT, 3.06). Prior to implementing RTT I was placing a lot of my
class on the warning traffic light colour for low level behaviours e.g. talking, not listening etc. The goal in RTT is for the
classroom to beat the teacher by reaching the end of the BM chart first. If the classroom demonstrates appropriate behaviours
e.g. listening quickly and not talking, they move ahead on the chart. If they are not demonstrating appropriate behaviours, I
move ahead. I negotiated a reward with the classroom if they win (3.05) and I decide upon my reward if I win. The moment I
was made aware of RTT I knew this was a potential solution because it reinforces and rewards positive behaviours. All I need
to do is to say, ‘Ok, how am I going in RTT?’ and move over to the chart. As shown in V3.01, the desired outcome is
instantaneous and as a result of this new strategy I was placing fewer students on warning traffic light colours. I then shared
RTT (along with the resources) on the SSTUWA New Educator Network for beginning teachers (3.04). All of these critical
reflective practices have allowed me to develop a comprehensive repertoire of innovative BM strategies to deal with the highend behaviours from challenging students, therefore, helping improve student outcomes for them (3.03). I have also shared
my invaluable support/advice during the evaluations of our whole school BM programs such as: reflection circles, traffic lights
BM system over the past seven years I have taught at Ashfield PS (confirm with Christiaan Moir).
Critical Reflection of Teacher Leadership: The iPad PL workshops I developed at the SSTUWA have been an important
source of critical reflection for my teaching leadership. During my first few workshops in 2013 (which solely focused on apps)
the feedback data I had collected, including conversations with course participants, showed a trend that indicated a number of
highly experienced teachers who attended all had a limited knowledge of ICT & iPads. I wanted to establish the reasons
behind my findings. Was it because they lacked the confidence to integrate technology? Did they not understand the
technology and how to use it? Were they choosing to ignore technology in the hope that it would go away? After much
investigating and critical reflective discussions with Mary Franklyn (The SSTUWA Education and Training Center organiser at
the time) I identified that this group of teachers were not digital natives. They did not grow up with computers and therefore,
were more reluctant to integrate any form of technology into their curriculum delivery. I found that some of them did not have
family members or friends who were proficient with ICT. This meant there were less people they could reach out to for help
and when they did ask for help often it was too complex e.g. ‘the advice I got was all goobledygook’. Some teachers were so
terrified of ICT that they faced the possibility of receiving a notice of sub-standard performance for not sufficiently integrating
ICT into their classroom. Students do not learn well when they are in a state of fear, so why would this be any different for
teachers? Armed with this new knowledge and determined to make a difference, I identified the types of professional
development needs and I planned a new learning opportunity targeted specifically for teachers with limited ICT knowledge. I
liaised directly with Mary Franklyn and a ‘beginners’ iPad workshop was created called ‘iPads in the Classroom’ (3.08). At the
start of each ‘iPads in the Classroom’ workshop (including the second workshop ‘The Best Educational iPad Apps’) we
discuss group norms and protocols to ensure a safe and supportive learning environment (3.10) for all participants. I also like

to share the story of my technophobic aunt in-law (Julie Lowther) who was able to complete this workshop to help reduce the
anxiety of some extremely nervous teachers. To effectively meet the specific learning needs of the adult learners in my
workshops, each course participant is required to have their own iPad so they get a ‘hands on’, practical learning experience.
I encourage participants to regularly ask questions if they are confused. Each learning outcome (such as gestures) is explicitly
and clearly taught. I model each gesture on the digital projector, I use a laser pointer to focus on important areas of my Power
Point presentation faster and I encourage participants to work cooperatively to help each other out. I wait until each
participant feels confident enough to move on and I have another member of the Education Training Centre team on call to
further assist participants should the need arise. The teachers who completed these workshops have provided invaluable
feedback (3.14) which motivated me to find additional and varied educational apps in other learning areas (3.13) and to
include more research into the effectiveness of iPads and how they improve student learning outcomes (3.07). My own
reflective practice has helped to improve the workshops by including more gestures (3.09). Due to this enormous growth, I
expanded the workshop length from a 1-hour workshop to two workshops each with a length of 3 hours. When analysing the
course evaluation sheets (3.15) a number of experienced teachers praised the style of the workshops and how it gave them
the confidence to use this knowledge in the classroom (3.12). In addition to this, follow up emails with course participants still
confirm just how useful my PL workshops are months and even years after they attended (4.22). All of these critical reflective
practices have helped me to meet the learning needs of these highly experienced teachers through supportive teaching
practices as shown by my meta-analysis of the course evaluation scores (3.16) and by Kevlynn Annandale (3.17).
Critical Reflection of New ICT Teaching Resources: John Hattie’s research (2003) states that teachers account for about
30% of variance in a student’s achievement at school (3.19). In light of this research both AITSL and the DoE (via
performance management (PM)) strongly recommend CO as a tool to improve teaching pedagogy (3.18). Being a proactive
and reflective teacher I considered it important to engage with this system initiative. In 2015, I decided upon a series of
lessons in which my Principal would observe and film my teaching of grammar using an Apple TV as part of my own PM. I
was first exposed to the ideas of using an Apple TV and Plickers to improve my own teaching practice through my
involvement with TeachMeet (TM). TM is a teaching network where teachers organise their own informal PL using online
social networks (Facebook & Twitter) to communicate. The great thing about TM is that I have been able to attend PL based
on my interest in ICT. During my involvement with the TM network I have presented twice and hosted a TM of my own at
Ashfield PS based around the theme of ‘Your Best ICT Resource’. It was at Sacred Heart PS in Highgate (2014) where I
gained first hand experience using an Apple TV to wirelessly project from my iPad to a digital projector while I was presenting
my top five Maths iPad apps (3.23). I also identified the need for Ashfield PS to use a larger variety of ICT resources and
subsequently included this realisation into our school’s ICT Operational Plan for future PL (5.14) I was so captivated by the
teaching possibilities of Apple TV that I immediately bought one. My attempts to install Apple TV were unsuccessful so I
needed to reflect on this problem. I rang the DoE for assistance but they were unable to help me so I posted a question on the
TM Facebook page (3.21). I was able to find a solution from the TM community and I was successful in getting my Apple TV
to work (3.20). After running the lessons set out in my PM, the critical feedback from my Principal showed that I was able to
successfully implement an innovative ICT resource like Apple TV to engage the whole class for the purpose of teaching
grammar. Since then I have regularly used my Apple TV to wirelessly project iPad apps like iMovie while still being able to
walk around the class to help maintain proximity near students who are ‘off task’ or who might misbehave. By attending PL
that interests me, reflecting on problems and finding solutions I was able to add another ICT resource to my collection of
innovative teaching strategies. During the TM that I planned at Ashfield PS (2015) I learnt about Plickers (3.25). Once again, I
was captivated by such an innovative ICT resource so I decided to invite my principal into my classroom at the start of term
one 2016 to observe me teach using Plickers. After the lesson my Principal provided me with important feedback. While my
Principal saw the educational potential of Plickers with how well the students were engaged, the lesson did not flow as well as
I had hoped because the students’ responses, which were correct, were being marked as incorrect for an unknown reason.
Based from this feedback and my reflective practices I investigated this problem and realised that the iPhone’s camera must
stay in the portrait position if it is to mark the students’ work correctly (3.28). To build on from this lesson and to share my
knowledge of Plickers with other teachers at Ashfield PS (as outlined in our school’s ICT Operational Plan), I invited a fellow
teacher to come and watch me teach a pre-primary ICT lesson using Plickers. I had never taught pre-primary before so I also
wanted her to observe me teach to see if I was using an appropriate teaching style for a younger cohort of students. During
this lesson the Plickers app on the iPhone was not loading the classes I had created and the questions I had set. After
changing this lesson dramatically I reflected again (3.22). I then tried out the Plickers app on the iPad and it worked perfectly.
Since then I have integrated Plickers into other learning areas to help with formative assessment (3.24) and with the
allocation of grades for the learning areas I teach. My ability to critically analyse this ICT resource, thanks to the reflective
feedback from critical friends, allowed me to ‘unpack’ how the Plicker’s app worked. By knowing both the advantages of this
app and its shortcomings I am able to assist teachers to reach my current understanding of Plickers sooner without spending
as much time troubleshooting. To help share this knowledge with the teaching profession, I included the Plickers app and how
to use it properly as course content for my iPad PL workshops (3.27). The reflective practices I have demonstrated in the
examples above show that I have taken responsibility for improving my students’ learning through continuous selfimprovement. The idea of being responsible for my class’s learning is something I learnt from reading John Fleming’s book,
Towards a Moving School. The ability to reflect upon and change my teaching practices and teaching leadership ensures that
I help keep Ashfield PS as a ‘moving school’, which is a school that continually aims for self-improvement to further improve
student-learning outcomes irrespective of the challenges the school faces.
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